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                                                       Abstract 

  

Background : In both antepartum and post-partum care, physiotherapists play a vital 

role. This study aimed to record the present-day approaches of physiotherapists in 

providing treatment during the stages before and after childbirth. By investigating these 

practices and perceptions, valuable insights can be gained into the strategies and 

techniques used in the field, potentially leading to improved care for expectant and new 

mothers. This research endeavor seeks to bridge the knowledge gap and contribute to the 

enhancement of antepartum and postpartum care through evidence-based practices. 

Methodology: This study is cross sectional study. Total 90 samples were selected 

conveniently for this study from Centre for the rehabilitation of the paralyzed (CRP), 

Savar and Mirpur branch. Self structured questionnaire is used with the help of previous 

survey. The study was conducted by descriptive and inferential analysis through using 

SPSS software 20.0 version. Result: Among the 90 individuals who participated, 33% 

has experience in treating pregnancy and post-partum related disorder.  20% participant 

stated The most common condition frequently addressed in their practice concerning 

pregnancy and postpartum was lower back pain. Within the participant who have 

experience, 47% to 50% participant stated slight to moderate level of confidence while 

providing treatment. Among the participant who have experience(n=30), 23% stated Most 

common barrier was lack of knowledge of women regarding physiotherapy in 

gynecological field, lack of referral system addition with lack of appropriate facilities. A 

significant association is found between physiotherapists willingness to provide treatment 

with experience, training and gender ( p= < .05). Conclusion: The outcomes of this 

research emphasize the necessity for educational enhancements concerning antepartum 

and postpartum care within clinical practice, particularly for physiotherapists in 

Bangladesh. 
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CHAPTER Ⅰ                                                                     INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background  

Dramatic physical, hormonal, physiological and psychological changes are experienced 

by many women during pregnancy and after childbirth. Many women experienced pelvic 

floor dysfunction (bladder, bowel and sexual dysfunction) (Vangeelen, Ostegard and 

Sand 2018), breast tenderness, blocked duct and mastitis. Musculoskeletal problem like 

low back pain, joint laxity, pelvic girdle pain, diastasis recti and carpel tunnel syndrome    

(Gross and George 2016). Besides cardiovascular problems, anxiety, depression and 

insomnia are also reported by them. These problems have great impact on the women 

wellbeing, health related quality of life  and return to employment. Physical therapists 

play a crucial part in the management of the physical and psychological symptoms during 

pregnancy and the postpartum period as a member of a multidisciplinary team in 

gynecologic and obstetric care. They do this by offering advice on physical activity, 

teaching appropriate exercises like pelvic floor muscle training, treating musculoskeletal 

problems, and providing specialized treatment for example: therapeutic ultrasound and 

massage (Mantle et al. 2004). 

The guideline of Canadian Physiotherapy Association for the society of Obstetrician and 

Gynecologits of Canada recommends PFMT and Core stability training prescribed by 

physiotherapists ( Britnell et al. 2005). 

 For pregnant women without contraindications, previous studies have shown the exercise 

therapy  to be safe and effective in lowering the risk of gestational diabetes, the severity 

of pelvic pain, and diastasis of the rectus abdominis muscle, as well as improving 

cardiorespiratory endurance, body composition, sleep, depressive symptoms, muscular 

strength, endurance, and flexibility ( Davenport et al. 2019). Experienced therapists 

supervision makes the treatment procedure more effective. Most programme started 

during the second trimester. Depending on the content of the treatment and the type of 

symptom of the pregnancy, the number of guided treatment varied. The content of 

physiotherapeutic programme are-  land- or water-based exercises (global stretch and 
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strength exercises, sitting pelvic tilt exercises, water gymnastics, stabilizing exercises, 

relaxation exercises, the use of a belt, and craniosacral therapy) for LBP and PGP, aerobic 

exercises combined with or without diet for a pregnancy-related weight increase and to 

treat gestational diabetes mellitus, and supervised pelvic floor muscle training for urinary 

incontinence and perineal massage to prevent perineal pain (Van campen et al. 2015).  

Previous research revealed that women's reluctance to disclose physical and 

psychological symptoms and seek medical attention during pregnancy and after childbirth 

was a result of their lack of knowledge about antepartum and postpartum problems, 

influence from family and friends, acceptance of problems as a necessary part of 

motherhood, difficulty in getting postpartum care, fear of being judged, and women's 

cultural context (Mason et al. 2001). 

 94% of obstetricians and gynecologists referred patients for physical therapy, with the 

majority (87%) agreeing that patients with obstetric and gynecologic disorders need those 

treatments . Physiotherapists who specialize in obstetrics and gynecology need a unique 

combination of qualities, allowing women to feel comfortable and assured when sharing 

some of the most intimate and private aspects of their lives. Obstetricians had not been 

involving physiotherapists in the management of conditions such as pelvic inflammatory 

disease.  In south-western Nigeria, obstetricians and gynecologists possess a basic 

understanding of physiotherapy services in their field. They exhibit a favorable outlook 

regarding the inclusion of physiotherapists in the care of patients with obstetric and 

gynecologic conditions. However, their awareness of the precise benefits of 

physiotherapy in certain conditions is restricted.( Oduniya et al. 2013).  

Physiotherapists' perceptions and experiences can provide valuable insights into their 

understanding of women's health issues and the effectiveness of different treatment 

approaches. This knowledge can help in tailoring treatments to better suit the specific 

needs and conditions of women seeking physiotherapy services. Physiotherapy is 

urgently needed in current antepartum and postpartum care. Clinicians and patients could 

benefit from knowing about the provision of physical therapy services to women during 

their pregnancies and after giving birth. So, physiotherapy has great impact on women 

health care. By knowing physiotherapists experience, perceptions and barriers in 
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antepartum and postpartum care will bring a revolution in women health care. Barriers 

faced by physiotherapists in the gynecology and women's health sector can significantly 

impact the delivery of services. By understanding these barriers, healthcare organizations 

and policymakers can work towards removing obstacles and facilitating better access to 

physiotherapy for women in need.  

Physiotherapy interventions have been shown to significantly enhance the quality of 

maternal healthcare. A study carried out by Shifna et al. (2017 )  revealed that numerous 

women silently endure their health challenges, often unaware of the available 

physiotherapy treatments. This lack of awareness prevents them from harnessing the 

potential benefits of these interventions, which could greatly enhance their overall well-

being and alleviate their physical discomforts. The research highlights the critical need 

for raising awareness among women about the advantages of physiotherapy in addressing 

various maternal health issues. By educating women about the accessible and effective 

physiotherapy treatments, we can empower them to take charge of their health and 

improve their quality of life. Physiotherapy can play a pivotal role in relieving common 

discomforts associated with pregnancy, postpartum recovery, and other maternal health 

concerns, ultimately contributing to a healthier and more comfortable experience for 

women during this crucial phase of their lives. It is imperative to ensure that women are 

well-informed about the potential benefits of physiotherapy interventions, allowing them 

to make informed decisions and actively participate in their own healthcare journey.  

A study carried out by Carmen and Milanez (2011)  revealed that a significant proportion, 

specifically 65.6% of the women surveyed, possessed adequate knowledge about the 

concept of engaging in physical exercise during pregnancy. Furthermore, an 

overwhelming majority, approximately 93.8%, expressed a favorable attitude towards the 

idea of exercising during this period. Nearly all of the women surveyed, an impressive 

98%, acknowledged and supported the advantages associated with engaging in light 

activity.   

Antenatal care stands as a vital foundation for ensuring the safety and well-being of 

expectant mothers. It plays a pivotal role in securing maternal health. The primary 
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objective is to offer the mother the best possible care, enabling her to navigate the final 

nine months of pregnancy free from any complications (Sarfraz et al. 2013). 

The well-being of a woman holds a crucial place as the cornerstone of family unity, 

subsequently exerting a substantial influence on broader social dynamics. The 

experiences of pregnancy, childbirth, and the postpartum phase are universal occurrences 

in women's lives, deeply impacting every facet of their existence (Shifna et al. 2017). The 

physical and emotional health of women during these pivotal life stages directly 

reverberates throughout the family unit. A healthy mother often assumes a central role in 

nurturing and supporting her family, thereby forming a significant bond within the 

household. Furthermore, this familial foundation extends its reach, shaping the larger 

social fabric by fostering stronger communities and contributing to the overall well-being 

of society.  

The field of obstetrics greatly benefits from the pivotal role of physiotherapy. The 

foundational concepts of applying physiotherapy techniques in obstetrics were originally 

formulated by the renowned physiotherapist, Miss Minnie Randall, during the early 20th 

century. Her innovative approach recognizes the unique physical challenges and needs 

that arise during pregnancy, childbirth, and the postpartum period. By applying 

physiotherapy techniques tailored to these stages, healthcare professionals can help 

pregnant individuals manage discomfort, enhance their physical well-being, and promote 

smoother childbirth experiences. 

1.2 Rationale 

Women health Physiotherapy is a branch of medicine that originated in the field of 

obstetrics and gynecology. Its focus is on providing antenatal and postpartum care for 

women, as well as treating incontinence and caring for those who are having 

gynecological surgery. Physical therapists can have an important role in assessing and 

treating common postpartum health conditions, such as PFD and DRA, to prevent long-

term symptoms and improve quality of life.  Physical activity during pregnancy is linked 

to a decrease in back pain, better sleep quality, and an enhanced perception of overall 

health. Engaging in exercise during pregnancy was found to address or alleviate certain 
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pregnancy issues like weight gain, posture problems, fatigue, sleep disturbances, and 

back pain, according to perceived experiences. Providing clinicians and patients with 

pertinent and valuable information regarding the delivery of physical therapy services to 

women during pregnancy and postpartum can offer significant clinical benefit. 

The number of physical therapists offering services to women during pregnancy and after 

childbirth, as well as the frequency of referrals received by these therapists, remains 

uncertain and not well-documented. Recognizing the significance of physiotherapy in 

gynecology expands the scope of care for women, ensuring they receive appropriate and 

effective interventions for various gynecological conditions. It not only improves 

individual patient outcomes but also contributes to the advancement of women's 

healthcare as a whole.  Understanding physiotherapists experience and barriers in 

antepartum and postpartum care encourages further research and advancements in the 

field. This can lead to the development of innovative techniques and treatments that 

continually improve women's health outcomes. Gaining insights into physiotherapists' 

perceptions, experiences, and barriers in the gynecology and women's health sector is 

essential for optimizing patient care, identifying areas for improvement, and advancing 

the field through research and collaboration. It ultimately contributes to better health 

outcomes and enhanced well-being for women seeking physiotherapy services. 

Knowledge of physiotherapists' perceptions can improve communication and 

collaboration between healthcare providers. It allows for better interdisciplinary 

teamwork, enabling physiotherapists to work seamlessly with other healthcare 

professionals in the gynecology and women's health sector to provide holistic care. 
Through this study we can identify physiotherapist's experience, perception, barriers in 

antepartum and postpartum care that might have great impact on women health care. 
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 1.3 Research Question 

What are the  experience, perceptions and barriers of physiotherapists in treating 

pregnancy and post-partum related disorder ? 
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1.4 Study objectives 

1.4.1 General Objectives 

I. To find out physiotherapists experience, perceptions and barriers in the management of 

pregnancy and postpartum related disorder. 

 

1.4.2 Specific objectives 

I. To explore  physiotherapist’s experience and perception in the management of 

pregnancy and postpartum related disorders. 

II.  To explore physiotherapist’s  knowledge on current practice. 

III. To explore barriers perceived by physiotherapist’s in the management of pregnancy 

and postpartum related disorder. 

 IV. To Document what  interventions are prescribed, monitored and evaluated. 
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1.5 Conceptual framework 
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Highest level of education 

Working experience 

 Independent variable 
 Dependent variable 

Experience, 

perception and 

barriers of 

physiotherapists 

in antepartum and 

postpartum care 
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1.6 Operational Definition 

Pelvic floor Dysfunction: Pelvic floor dysfunction refers to a range of conditions that 

affect the muscles, ligaments, and connective tissues in the pelvic region. It can lead to 

various problems such as urinary or fecal incontinence, pelvic pain, and sexual 

dysfunction. 

Diastasis Recti: Diastasis recti is a condition characterized by the separation of the 

abdominal muscles, specifically the rectus abdominis. It commonly occurs during 

pregnancy due to the stretching of the abdominal wall to accommodate the growing 

uterus. After childbirth, some women may notice a visible bulge or gap between the 

abdominal muscles, leading to potential core weakness and back pain. 

Postpartum Disorder: A postpartum disorder, also known as puerperal disorder, is a 

medical condition that occurs predominantly in the days and weeks following childbirth, 

during the postpartum period. 

Antepurtum: Antepartum refers to the period of time before childbirth or before the 

onset of labor. It encompasses the duration of a pregnancy from conception to the 

beginning of labor. 

Pelvic floor muscle training : Pelvic floor muscle training, also known as Kegel 

exercises, is a set of exercises aimed at strengthening the muscles of the pelvic floor. The 

pelvic floor muscles are located at the base of the pelvis and play a crucial role in 

supporting the bladder, uterus, and rectum, as well as controlling urinary and bowel 

functions.   

Craniosacral therapy : Craniosacral therapy (CST) is a form of alternative or 

complementary therapy that focuses on the gentle manipulation and evaluation of the 

craniosacral system, which includes the bones of the skull (cranium), the spine, and the 

sacrum (the triangular bone at the base of the spine). 

Obstetric and Gynecology Physiotherapy : Obstetric and gynecologic physiotherapy is 

a specialized field within physiotherapy that focuses on promoting maternal well-being 

during the entire process of childbirth.  
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CHAPTER II                                                  LITERATURE  REVIEW 

 

Pregnancy-related low back pain (LBP), with or without pelvic girdle pain, is a prevalent 

issue, affecting a substantial number of women during their pregnancy. Research 

indicates that LBP impacts approximately 45% to 75% of pregnant women at some point. 

Studies have found that pregnant women experiencing LBP have a lower quality of life 

compared to healthy non-pregnant women. Additionally, pregnancy-related LBP is a 

significant cause of sickness absence, with around 20% to 23% of women taking sick 

leave due to this pain (Pierce et al. 2011). 

Physical therapists in the UK show hesitancy in employing acupuncture as a treatment 

method for pregnancy-related low back pain. The reasons for this reluctance include their 

perception of insufficient knowledge and confidence in utilizing acupuncture effectively. 

Moreover, there is a prevalent professional culture that emphasizes caution, specifically 

concerning fears of inducing premature labor and concerns about potential legal issues     

(waterfield et al. 2015).  
A study over  364  physiotherapist in Taiwan concluded that  37.6% had experience 

treating  pregnant and postpartum women in clinical practice. All respondents expressed   

moderate to quite level   of confidence in their ability to manage pregnancy/postpartum-

related disorder. The most commonly reported challanges was “lack of available training” 

(81.3%). According to their study The majority of referrals came from physiatrists, accounting 

for 54.7% of all referrals, followed by orthopedists at 40.9%, and obstetricians and gynecologists 

at 26.3%.Among the patients referred, the most prevalent issue was low back pain, 

making up 61.3% of the cases. Breast-related problems, including breast engorgement, 

blocked ducts, and breast pain, constituted 12.4% of the referrals. Additionally, pelvic 

pain accounted for 11.7% of the referral diagnoses (Lin et al. 2022). 

 A cross-sectional study conducted in India stated that a mere 15% of 106 pregnant 

women were recommended to seek the assistance of a physiotherapist for back care by 

their healthcare providers. 22% of the survey participants reported that they kept up with 

their exercise routines while pregnant, with walking being the most common form of 
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physical activity. The respondents also acknowledged that the primary reason for 

discontinuing their exercise regimen was a shortage of time.  most of them reported that it 

could help to reduce back pain (60%), prevent excessive weight gain (54%), prevent 

fatigue (63%), and help with labour and delivery (50%). In this survey , 60% of the 

respondents held a positive view of physiotherapy's role in antenatal care. Additionally, 

75% of these participants agreed that physiotherapy played a beneficial role in helping 

new mothers regain their pre-pregnancy shape. Moreover, 54% of the respondents were 

aware that physiotherapy could reduce pregnancy-related complications, while 58% 

believed it facilitated postnatal recovery. The study indicated that respondents who were 

above 25 years old, women with multiple pregnancies, and those from middle-class 

socio-economic backgrounds demonstrated a higher level of awareness regarding 

antenatal exercises. 46% of the participants demonstrated awareness of antenatal 

exercises. However, the majority of respondents (80%) were not familiar with the various 

types of antenatal  exercises (Kumar 2016).  

Approximately 11.9% of Gynecology and obstetrecians were strongly in favor of 

including physiotherapists in the treatment of dyspareunia, and an additional 34.3% 

expressed their agreement with this involvement. Likewise, 34.3% strongly supported the 

inclusion of physiotherapy in managing pelvic inflammatory disease, while 13.3% also 

agreed with this approach. The survey results revealed that a significant majority of 

gynecologic patients, comprising 86.6%, strongly supported the idea that physiotherapy 

services could play a vital role in enhancing the overall well-being of such patients. 

Additionally, a small percentage of 1.5% also expressed their agreement with this notion. 

Similarly, among obstetric patients, 76.1% strongly agreed with the potential contribution 

of physiotherapy to their complete well-being, while an additional 1.5% expressed their 

agreement as well ( Odunaiya et al. 2013). 

Besides, The survey results indicated that a significant majority of Gynecology and 

Obstetrician, accounting for 80.6%, strongly believed that a physiotherapy service would 

be reasonably affordable for patients. Regarding the time commitment, 50.7% strongly 

agreed and an additional 6.0% agreed that physiotherapy sessions could be time-

consuming. Furthermore, 56.7% of respondents strongly agreed, and 10.4% agreed that 
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physiotherapists should have the opportunity to be present during surgical procedures for 

patients with gynecologic conditions. Similarly, 38.8% strongly agreed, and 16.4% 

agreed that physiotherapists should be allowed to attend the labor ward. However, when 

it came to maintaining adequate interprofessional relationships, the opinions were more 

varied. Specifically, 41.8% strongly disagreed, and 13.4% agreed with the notion that 

physiotherapists upheld satisfactory interprofessional relationships ( Odunaiya et al. 

2013). 

 Physiotherapy intervention conducted shortly after gynecological surgery enhances the 

overall quality of life for women who have undergone procedures such as hysterectomy, 

oophorectomy, salpingectomy, myomectomy, ovarian cystectomy, and others. These 

surgeries may be necessary for various reasons like uterine prolapse, cancer of the uterus, 

cervix, or ovaries, endometriosis, bleeding, adenomyosis, and more. By receiving prompt 

physiotherapy care after the surgical procedure, women experience improved well-being 

and overall satisfaction in their daily lives ( Paramanandam et al. 2016).  

Women play crucial roles as primary caretakers, educators, and nurturers of the next 

generation. Their well-being is fundamental to their development in all aspects of life. 

Pregnancy-related issues can lead to significant suffering and can impact women's social 

and economic empowerment. Engaging in regular exercise has been proven to positively 

influence health in various ways, including reducing body fat and overall weight, 

lowering blood pressure, and promoting efficient digestion, respiration, and circulation. 

Incorporating exercise into a routine can help minimize symptoms and complications 

associated with pregnancy, such as gestational diabetes, bladder and bowel problems, 

backaches, fatigue, and varicose veins. Additionally, staying physically active during 

pregnancy can contribute to a quicker return to pre-pregnancy health, figure, and weight 

after delivery. Despite exercise being a vital aspect of antenatal care, some women tend to 

reduce physical activity due to perceived risks during pregnancy. However, in the absence 

of medical or obstetrical complications, pregnant women are encouraged to maintain an 

active lifestyle throughout their pregnancies. Among the common prenatal exercises is 

Kegel's exercise, which strengthens the pelvic floor muscles, preparing them for the 
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stretching that may occur during delivery, thereby aiding in labor preparation (Chauhan et 

al. 2016). 

 A study conducted in 2015, it was revealed that more than half of obstetricians (50% or 

more) admitted to never providing counseling to women regarding urinary or fecal 

incontinence. Additionally, approximately 36% of obstetricians reported that they never 

made referrals for physical therapy to address pelvic floor dysfunction (PFD). The 

reasons cited for this omission were primarily related to a lack of time and knowledge on 

the subject matter ( Dessie et al. 2015).  

Although 87% of women's health specialists reported using pelvic floor physical therapy 

(PFPT) to treat diastasis recti abdominis (DRA), a recent study found no additional 

reduction in abdominal separation compared to a control group that did not engage in 

pelvic floor exercises. In traditional DRA rehabilitation, certain abdominal exercises, like 

curl-ups, were avoided as they were believed to increase the separation distance. 

However, a study in 2020 demonstrated that during head lifts, twisted curl-ups, and curl-

ups with pelvic floor preactivation, the inter-recti separation significantly decreased 

(Gluppe, Engh and Bo 2020). 

Treatment strategies for pelvic floor dysfunction aim to enhance the pelvic floor's 

strength, relaxation, and coordination. These approaches encompass various exercises 

such as power, strength, endurance, and relaxation exercises, alongside techniques like 

electrical stimulation, biofeedback training, manual therapy, and behavioral education. 

Numerous studies have shown that pelvic floor physical therapy (PFPT) is highly 

effective in several aspects, including increasing pelvic floor muscle strength and 

endurance, reducing symptoms of incontinence, pelvic organ prolapse, and sexual 

dysfunction, as well as enhancing functional impairments and overall quality of life. In 

comparison to women who received general education, lifestyle advice, motivational 

phone calls, or no interventions, those who underwent PFPT exhibited significant 

improvements (Wallace, Miller and Mishra 2019). Specifically, women who received 

PFPT were found to be 5 to 8 times more likely to eliminate their symptoms of urinary 

incontinence. Furthermore, in cases where incontinence surgery was necessary, 
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preparatory and rehabilitative PFPT demonstrated the potential to enhance surgical 

success rates ( Mazur-Bialy et al. 2020).  

Physical therapists play a crucial role in evaluating and addressing prevalent postpartum 

health conditions like pelvic floor dysfunction (PFD) and diastasis recti abdominis 

(DRA), aiming to prevent persistent symptoms and enhance overall quality of life. 

However, several obstacles hinder women from accessing physical therapy care, 

including societal stigma surrounding women's health issues, limited awareness about the 

benefits of physical therapy, and certain healthcare policies. To overcome these barriers 

and provide better care, physical therapists can take proactive measures within their 

practices and communities. By actively engaging as integral members of a 

multidisciplinary team focused on postpartum care, therapists can contribute to 

improving the quality of treatment and support offered to women. Such efforts may have 

a positive ripple effect, promoting broader changes in the field of postpartum care             

( Critchley 2022). 

Post-operative complications that may arise after gynecological surgery encompass issues 

such as chest infections, the potential strain on recently placed sutures, occurrences of 

deep vein thrombosis, wound infections, urinary tract infections, incontinence, and 

dyspareunia. Research conducted by Urbach et al. in 2006 indicated that the frequency of 

significant postoperative pulmonary complications subsequent to open abdominal surgery 

could be notably elevated, with rates reaching up to 53%. These findings underscore the 

importance of diligent postoperative care and monitoring to mitigate the impact of such 

complications on patient recovery and well-being. 

For a long time, people have argued about whether exercise is good for women's 

reproductive health. They're not sure if it's safe or helpful during pregnancy. This 

argument happens because we don't fully understand what kind of exercise is best and 

how it affects pregnant women. Other things that make the argument include not knowing 

all the good things exercise can do for pregnant women, how much education they have, 

and where they come from ( Edinah et al. 2018). 
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It's recommended that pregnant women who don't have medical problems should try to 

do around 30 minutes or more of moderate exercise every day. They can also exercise 3 

to 5 times a week, with each session lasting 15 to 30 minutes at least (Aliyu et al. 2018). 

The International Organization of Physical Therapists in Women’s Health (IOPTWH) 

says that women's health physical therapy should follow the WHO definition of women's 

health and the five DHHS criteria. These criteria include what physical therapists do in 

women's health, like checking, treating, and teaching women through their lives. This 

also involves teaching physical therapy students and other health professionals, as well as 

the wider community. The things physical therapists should know in women's health, and 

the push for more research in this area, are also part of it. Physical therapists have 

different roles, like teachers, clinical experts, advisors, researchers, and managers. No 

matter the role, they look at the whole woman's health, including her body and feelings 

(IOPTWH, 2013) 

Physical therapists can help pregnant individuals with pain by teaching them and using 

treatments. They can help with different kinds of discomfort during pregnancy like back 

pain, cramps in the calf muscles, carpal tunnel syndrome, and swollen veins 

(varicosities). One common type of discomfort is called PGP. It happens to about 63% of 

pregnant people around the 30th week of pregnancy, then 31% have it three months after 

giving birth, and 30% still have it one year after giving birth. It's important for pregnant 

people to know that physical therapists can assist them in feeling better during and after 

pregnancy ( Robinson et al. 2014). 

Providing care during pregnancy, known as antenatal care, is a crucial part of ensuring 

safe and healthy motherhood. The main aim is to offer the mother the best possible care, 

ensuring she can go through the final nine months of pregnancy without facing any issues 

( Sarfarz et al. 2013). 

The Canadian Physiotherapy Association and the Society of Obstetricians and 

Gynecologists of Canada have worked together to create a shared official statement about 

how posture relates to women's health. This statement talks about the physical, mental, 

and surroundings-related things that influence how women hold their bodies from when 
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they're teenagers to after menopause. This statement also covers exercises that are good 

to do during pregnancy, like exercises for the pelvic floor, the core muscles, the abdomen, 

breathing, and aerobic fitness. It also mentions learning about posture and taking care of 

the back ( Britnell et al. 2005).  

Between 15% to 30% of pregnant women experience calf cramps. These cramps can 

happen because of pressure on the nerve roots, pain felt in another area but connected to 

the cramp, lack of blood flow to the nerves, or not having enough calcium or magnesium 

in the body ( Fast et al. 2007) 

Recently, it has been found that engaging in exercise with an intensity reaching 60% of 

the heart rate reserves during pregnancy, along with a gradual increase in intensity, can 

lower the chances of gestational diabetes. Physical activity while pregnant helps ease the 

discomfort felt by expectant mothers, readies the body for smoother childbirth, and 

decreases the likelihood of needing a cesarean section. Unfortunately, not enough people 

have good information about this, leading to its neglect. It's really important for pregnant 

women to have accurate information about this to encourage its adoption ( Hashmi et al. 

2020) 
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CHAPTER III                                                          METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Study design 

 The study was conducted by cross sectional study to find out physiotherapists 

experience, perceptions and barriers in the management of pregnancy and postpartum 

related disorder. It was found to be an appropriate design to reach the goal. Cross-

sectional studies assess exposure and health effects in a particular population and area 

during a specified time period. Furthermore, this research was both cost-effective and 

time-efficient for the researcher compared to conducting an experimental study. 

3.2 Study site : 

Data was collected from the physiotherapists who are practicing in Center for 

Rehabilitation of the paralysed (CRP) Mirpur and Savar branch. 

3.3 Population and sample   

Population: it is the set of all observable items or occurrences on which the research is 

conducted. 

Sample: A sample is a representative part of a population (Hannan, 2016). For this 

research, study population are physiotherapists who had finished at least a Bachelor's 

degree in Physiotherapy (B.Sc.) from a university approved by the government or 

received further education and were actively practicing in a clinical setting.  Data was 

collected from April 2023 to June 2023. Sample size was 90 which were selected 

randomly.  

3.4 Sampling technique 

The study utilized the convenient sampling technique as it proved to be the most feasible, 

inexpensive, and expeditious method of sample selection due to time limitation. The 

researcher used this procedure, because, getting of those samples whose criteria were 

concerned with the study purpose. 
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3.5 Sample Size Calculation : When the sample frame is finite, The equation of finite 

population correction in case of cross sectional study is: 

n=z2p1-pd2 

=(1.96)2×.5(1-.5) (0.05)2 

= 384 

Here, 

n=Sample size 

z= Confidence interval=1.96 

p=50%=.5 

And, d=0.05 

The actual sample size was, n= 384 

As it is an academic thesis, self-funding and data was collected in a limited time by 

considering the feasibility and time limitation 90 sample were collected conveniently. 

3.6 Data collection tool : 

A self-structured questionnaire with the help of previous study and under the supervision 

of my respected supervisor was selected to collect data. The questionnaire contain total 

22 question along with some personal question. Which were related to the research. Some 

other necessary materials like pen, pencil, and white paper, clip board & note book were 

also needed. 

3.7 Data collection Procedure : 

Data was gathered using the self-administered answer technique, where participants 

completed the questionnaire themselves. Prior to data collection, the researchers provided 

a clear explanation of the study's objectives and purpose to the participants. Each 
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participant received an information sheet and a consent form, which they read thoroughly. 

They were given the opportunity to ask any questions related to the study and expressed 

their interest in participating by willingly signing the consent form. The data collection 

process took approximately 15-20 minutes for each individual. To gather the information, 

the participants were provided with a question paper, an informed consent form, a pen, a 

pencil, and a clipboard. 

3.8 Pilot Study : 

Before commencing the main data collection, a pilot study involving 5 participants was 

conducted. The pilot study served as a preparatory phase to refine the data collection 

procedure. It allowed the researchers to identify and address any challenges that might 

arise during questioning. Moreover, it facilitated the creation of a preliminary plan for 

structuring the questions and determining if any modifications were required for the 

questionnaire. Through the pilot study, the researchers gained valuable insights on how 

best to collect data and develop an effective approach for the actual data collection 

process. 

3.9 Data analysis : 

 Descriptive statistics were used to analyze data. Descriptive statistics refers to methods 

of describing a set of results in terms of their most interesting characteristics (Hicks, 

2009). Data were analyzed with the software named Statistical Package for the Social 

Science (SPSS) version 20.0. The variables were labeled in a list and the researcher 

established a 18 computer-based data definition record file that consist of a list of 

variables in order. The researcher put the name of the variables in the variable view of 

SPSS and defined the types, values, decimal, label alignment, and measurement level of 

data. The next step was cleaning new data files to check the inputted data set to ensure 

that all data has been accurately transcribed from the questionnaire sheet to the SPSS data 

view. Then the raw data were ready for analysis in SPSS. Data were collected on 

frequency and contingency tables. Measurements of central tendency were carried out 

using the mean plus standard deviation (SD) for variables. For the study of the 

association of numeric variables, chi-square tests were used. Data were analyzed by 
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descriptive statistics and calculated as percentages and presented using tables, bar graphs, 

pie charts, etc. Microsoft Office Excel 2019 was used to decorate the bar graph and pie 

charts. The results of this study have consisted of quantitative data. In this study, a lot of 

information was collected. The data was divided into two groups based on participants' 

willingness to offer interventions to women with pregnancy/postpartum-related disorders. 

To find the association between Physiotherapits’s willingness to provide treatment with 

gender, training, experience, educational level, chi square test had used. In this study the 

level of significance is considered as 5% (p= <.05). 

3.10 Inclusion Criteria: 

 Physiotherapists who have achieved a minimum of a Bachelor's degree (B.Sc.) in 

their field. 

 Physiotherapists who have experience more than 1 year. 

 Physiotherapist who were working in musculoskeletal, pediatric, neurology, 

spinal cord injury, cardiorespiratory and women’s health unit.  

 The age range of eligible physiotherapists is 25 years and above. 

 Both male and female are included. 

3. 11 Exclusion Criteria : 

 Physiotherapists those are unwilling to participate 

3.12 Ethical Consideration : 

The researcher adhered to ethical considerations throughout the study. They followed the 

guidelines set by the Bangladesh Medical Research Council (BMRC) and the World 

Health Organization (WHO) for conducting research. The research proposal was 

submitted to the physiotherapy department of BHPI for approval, which was granted by 

the faculty members and supervisors of the project, as well as the course coordinator. The 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) 

reviewed and approved the dissertation proposal and methodology through an oral 

presentation defense. Prior to involving participants in the study, they were informed 

about the research and invited to participate. Each participant gave written consent, and 
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they were clearly informed about their rights and the study's objectives. The researcher 

ensured that the study did not disrupt the organization (CRP) in any way. Maintaining 

strict confidentiality, the researcher made sure that no sensitive information was 

disclosed. The researcher also familiarized themselves with the academic and clinical 

rules regarding the study's conduct. Participants' rights were protected, and the researcher 

was accountable for addressing any study-related inquiries from the participants. 

 

3.13 Informed Consent : 

 Prior to completing the questionnaire, all participants provided written consent. The 

investigator thoroughly explained their role in the study to each participant. Each 

participant signed a consent form, confirming their understanding and voluntary 

participation. The participants were assured that their involvement was entirely voluntary 

and that their information would be kept confidential.The investigator emphasized that 

the study posed no harm to the participants. Additionally, the participants were informed 

that there might be direct benefits for them resulting from their participation. To 

safeguard confidentiality, the information collected from the study was coded 

anonymously and would not be personally identified in any publications presenting the 

study's findings. 

3.14 Rigor of the study : 

 The study was conducted with a strict and systematic approach, ensuring its rigor. Care 

was taken to maintain a clean and organized environment during data collection. 

Participants' responses were gathered without any influence from the researchers' 

experiences, and both positive and negative impressions were accepted without bias. The 

questions posed to the participants were neutral and not suggestive in any way. To 

prevent errors, participant information was accurately coded and carefully reviewed by 

the supervisor. Confidentiality was paramount throughout the study, and all information 

was handled discreetly. In the results section, personal interpretations were avoided to 

maintain objectivity.  
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CHAPTER IV                                                                            RESULT 

 

4.1 Socio-demographic charecteristics of the participant 

Socio-demographic characteristics of the participant include age, Gender, clinical setting. 

               Table 1: Sociodemographic charecteristics of the participant 

         Variable          Frequency           Percentage 

Age 

  25-30 years 

  31-35 years 

  36-40 years 

 

23 

4 

3 

 

77% 

13% 

10% 

Gender 

    Male 

    Female 

 

4 

26 

 

13% 

87% 

Clinical Setting 

   CRP, Mirpur 

   CRP, Savar 

     

  

     

 

60 

30 

 

 

67% 

33% 

 

  

4.1.1 Age of the participant  

Among the participant ,77% (n=23) participants’ age group was 25 to 30 years. 

13% (n=4) participants’ age group was 31 to 35. 10% (n= 3) participants’ age 

group was 36 to 40. 

 

4.1.2 Gender of the participant 

Among the participant, male was 61% (n=55) and female was 39% ( 35). 
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4.1.3  Clinical setting 

Among the participant 67% (n= 60) are from CRP, Mirpur and 33% are from 

CRP, Savar. 

4.2 Gender of the participant who have experience in treating pregnancy 

and post-partum related disorder 

Among the participant who have experience in treating pregnancy and post-

partum related disorder, male was 13% and female was 87%.  

 

 

Figure 1: Gender of the participant who have experience in treating pregnancy 

and post-partum related disorder. 
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4.3 Highest level of education of the participant who have experience in treating 

pregnancy and post-partum related disorder 

Among the participants with experience in treating pregnancy and postpartum-related 

disorders, 63% (n=19) hold a Bachelor's degree (BPT), 13%(n=4) have a Master's degree 

(MPT), and 23% (n=7) have completed an Associate degree, such as MDMR or MPH. 

 

 

                            Figure 2: Educational level of the participant 
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4.4 Experience of participant in treating pregnancy and post-partum related 

disorder 

Among the 90 participant, 33% has experience in treating pregnancy and post-partum 

related disorder. Having a considerable portion of the participants with this specialized 

experience indicates the importance of addressing pregnancy and postpartum health 

concerns within the context of the broader study or discussion. 

    

       

   Figure 3: Experience of participant treating pregnancy and post-partum related disorder.                                  
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4.5 Willingness of participant providing treatment 

Out of all the participants, 40% express their willingness to offer treatment to antepartum 

and postpartum patients. These participants show a readiness and openness to provide 

medical care and support to women during both the stages of pregnancy and the period 

following childbirth. The high percentage of participants willing to provide treatment to 

antepartum and postpartum patients is encouraging.  

 

 

                    Figure 4: Willingness of participant to provide treatment    
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4.6 Time of experience in treating pregnancy and post-partum related disorder 

Among the attendees, 93% of the physiotherapists possess a background in managing 

pregnancy and postpartum-related conditions, with a range of experience spanning from 1 

to 5 years. In addition, a mere 3% (n=1) boasts a professional history of 6 to 10 years in 

this domain, while another 3% (n=1) offers extensive expertise spanning 11 to 15 years. 

This diverse range of experience levels ensures a well-rounded and knowledgeable cohort 

capable of addressing a variety of pregnancy and postpartum concerns. 

 

       

 

Figure 5 : Experience of physiotherapists in treating pregnancy and post-partum related 

disorder. 
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4.7 Receiving training after graduation 

Out of the individuals taking part, 77% (n= 23) have undergone additional instruction in 

gynecology and women's healthcare subsequent to their graduation, while the remaining 

23% (n=7) have not pursued any further training after completing their initial education. 

Currently, numerous training sessions are being conducted within the realm of 

physiotherapy in the field of gynecology. With over fifty percent of the attendees actively 

engaging in these instructional programs. This surge in participation underscores the 

contemporary significance of staying informed and up-to-date in this dynamic field, 

fostering a community of healthcare professionals dedicated to advancing their 

knowledge and skills. 

 

       

 

                            Figure 6: Receiving training after graduation 
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4.8 Receiving training as a part of university education 

Within the group of participants, a substantial 73% (n=22) have pursued physiotherapy in 

Gynecology field related education during graduation. Conversely, a minority of 27% 

(n=8) either lack any form of relevant education or find the education they have received 

insufficient for their needs. This divide in educational background highlights the potential 

diversity of perspectives and experiences within the cohort, promising enriching 

discussions and the chance to bridge the knowledge gap during this event.  

   

 

                  Figure 7 : Receiving training as a part of university education 
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4.9 Predominantly practicing area 

In the attendee pool, the largest portion, constituting 47% (n=6), is engaged in the 

musculoskeletal department, followed by 20% (n=6) in the neurology department, 10% 

(n=3) in the Gynecology and women's health care department, another 10% (n=3) in the 

pediatric department, and 6% (n=2) each in the SCI department and from different 

organizations. Notably, the musculoskeletal department holds the highest number of 

participants experienced in managing pregnancy and postpartum-related disorder. 

         

 

                                   Figure 8 : Predominantly practicing area 
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4.10 New antepartum and postpartum patient treated per month 

In the group of participants, 37% (n=11) indicated that their caseload involved treating 

fewer than 5 new antepartum and postpartum patients each month, while a majority of 

63% (n=19) reported managing 5 to 9 patients on average per month. Notably, a 

significant portion of these professionals observed that they generally encounter a higher 

number of postpartum patients compared to antepartum patients. This distribution of 

patient numbers sheds light on the frequency and balance of cases these practitioners 

handle, which will likely contribute to valuable discussions about patient care strategies 

during the event. 

 

      

 

                  Figure 9: New antepartum and post-partum patient treated per month 
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4.11 Follow up antepartum and post-partum patient treated per month 

Within the participant group, 20% (n=6) reported overseeing fewer than 5 follow-up 

patients, while a larger segment of 60% (n=18) stated they manage an average of 5 to 9 

follow-up patients. Additionally, 10% (n=3) indicated their involvement with 10 to 19 

patients, and a minority of 7% (n=2) mentioned handling more than 19 follow-up patients 

on average. This distribution highlights a noteworthy trend: physiotherapists tend to 

oversee a higher number of follow-up patients compared to the count of new antepartum 

and postpartum patients. 

 

 

 

   Figure 10: Follow up antepartum and post-partum patient treated per month 
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4.12: Intervention provided by physiotherapists 

                         Table 2 : Intervention provided physiotherapists 

Intervention Frequency Percentage 

Therapeutic exercise 3 10% 

Manual Therapy 2 7% 

Therapeutic exercise+ 

Manual education+ 

Health education+ 

Modality 

12 40% 

Health 

education+Therapeutic 

exercise+ Modality 

13 43% 

 

Specifically, 43% (n=13) reported employing a combination of therapeutic exercise, 

manual therapy, and health education. Meanwhile, 40% (n=12) indicated using 

therapeutic exercise along with modalities and health education. A smaller group of 10 

using therapeutic exercise, and 7% choose manual therapy for treatment purpose. 

  

                           Figure 11 : Intervention provided by physiotherapists                     
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4.13 Most common type of pregnancy and post-partum related disorder 

A significant portion of participants gravitate towards multiple disease conditions as the 

most prevalent types. Merely 3% (n=1) identified pelvic floor dysfunction as the primary 

ailment, while 6% (n=2) cited breast problems, and 20% highlighted low back pain as the 

most common condition. In addition, 3% (n=1) pointed to bladder dysfunction, while 

another 6% (n=2) referred to diastasis recti. Singular mentions were made for carpal 

tunnel syndrome, urinary incontinence, and a mix of low back pain with diastasis recti 

and urinary incontinence, each representing 3% (n=1). A more complex combination of 

low back pain, diastasis recti, urinary incontinence, and bladder dysfunction emerged as 

the most common condition for 10% (n=3), while 13% (n=4) characterized low back 

pain, bladder dysfunction, pelvic floor dysfunction, and urinary incontinence as the 

predominant disease set. Furthermore, 6% specified a combination of pelvic floor 

dysfunction, low back pain, and diastasis recti, and an equal percentage attributed the 

highest prevalence to low back pain paired with urinary incontinence. Lastly, 6% detailed 

a composite condition comprising low back pain, pelvic floor dysfunction, bladder 

dysfunction, urinary incontinence, and diastasis recti. 

 

                                   Figure 12 : Most Common Type of Disorder 
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4.14 Treatment session required on average 

Within the participant cohort, a notable 47% (n=14) of respondents conveyed that 

patients typically necessitate 1 to 5 sessions on average. Meanwhile, 37% (n=11) 

indicated that a range of 6 to 12 sessions is commonly required. A smaller portion, 

comprising 13% (n=4), cited a higher range of 13 to 18 sessions as the norm, with a 

solitary 3% (n=1) mentioning cases where patients need more than 18 sessions. This 

distribution underscores the varying treatment requirements among patients, reflecting 

the diverse nature of conditions and individual needs in the field. The wide spectrum of 

responses enriches the understanding of patient management strategies and expectations 

shared during the event. 

 

             Figure 13 : Treatment session required by physiotherapist on average. 
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4.15 Confidence of physiotherapists in treating pregnancy and post-partum related 

disorder: 

Within the participants, half of the respondents expressed a moderate level of confidence 

when delivering treatments, while 47% (n=14) conveyed a considerable level of 

confidence in their approach. A minor 3% noted an exceptionally high level of confidence 

in providing treatment. This spectrum of confidence levels sheds light on the varying 

degrees of assurance participants feel in their therapeutic practices, adding depth to the 

discussions and shared insights during the event. 

 

      

 

                                 Figure 14 : Confidence of Physiotherapists 
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4.16 Referral System In Gynecology field of Physiotherapy  

In the participant group, 37% (n=11) reported that patients seek treatment for themselves 

directly. Additionally, 20% (n=6) mentioned that patients are referred to them by 

Obstetric and Gynecology professionals. A mere 3% (n=1) specified patient referrals 

from Neurology. Furthermore, 13% (n=4) noted patient referrals coming from a 

combination of general medicine, Obstetric & Gynecology professionals, and self-

referral. Another 7% (n=2) indicated patient referrals originating from both Orthopedics 

and Obstetrics and Gynecology. This array of patient sources reflects the 

multidisciplinary nature of the participants' practice and sets the stage for engaging 

conversations on referral patterns during the event. 

 

          

 

                    Figure 15 : Referral system in Gynecology field of  Physiotherapy 
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4.17  Perceptions of physiotherapists regarding training :  

Among the participant, a significant majority of 80% (n=24) affirmed that their training 

has effectively equipped them to handle certain pregnancy and post-partum related 

disorders. A notable 17% (n=5) expressed confidence in their training, stating it 

adequately prepared them for addressing all pregnancy and post-partum related 

conditions. Conversely, a minor 3% (n=1) indicated that their training fell short in 

adequately preparing them to manage pregnancy and post-partum related disorders. 

 

 

                    Figure 16 : Perceptions of physiotherapists Regarding training  
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4.18 Necessity of training in the field physiotherapy in Gynecology 

Within the participant cohort, an overwhelming 97% (n=2) emphasized the necessity of 

specialized training in the field of Physiotherapy in Gynecology. In contrast, a mere 3% 

(n=1) expressed the view that they do not deem additional training essential, given the 

proliferation of comprehensive training programs available today. 

 

 

         Figure 17 : Necessity of training in the field of Physiotherapy in Gynecology 
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4.19 Strategy to improve physiotherapy in Gynecological field 

Among the participants, the majority have opted for multifaceted strategies to enhance 

physiotherapy in the gynecology field. A notable 23% (n=3) emphasized the need for 

improved training facilities to augment knowledge and skill. In contrast, a minority of 3% 

(n=1) expressed the viewpoint that focusing solely on enhancing the referral system 

would suffice. The largest proportion of participants, comprising 27% (n=8), favored a 

combination of strategies involving the referral system, training facilities, and a 

designated private area for discussions as the most effective approach to enhance 

physiotherapy in the gynecology field. This diversity in viewpoints underscores the 

complex nature of improving practices in the field, and the event provides an opportunity 

to explore and discuss these varied strategies in depth. 

 

 

                 Figure 18 : Strategy to improve physiotherapy in Gynecolgical field 
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4.20 Barriers facing by physiotherapists 

Nearly all participants acknowledged encountering obstacles in their treatment provision. 

A substantial number of physiotherapists pointed out that the primary barrier arises from 

women's insufficient awareness of PT management within the Gynecological field. 

Additionally, they noted the lack of a clear referral pathway and inadequate facilities as 

contributing factors. This collective recognition of barriers highlights the challenges 

faced by practitioners and underscores the need for targeted discussions to address these 

issues during the event. Sharing insights and strategies can pave the way for more 

effective patient care in the gynecological realm. 

 

 

                                 Figure 19 : Barriers facing by physiotherapists 
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4.21 Physiotherapists interest in conducting research 

The majority of participants displayed favorable attitudes towards Physiotherapy in the 

Gynecology field. A significant 90% (n=27) expressed a keen interest in engaging in 

research within this domain. However, a smaller fraction of 10% (n=3) indicated that they 

lacked the inclination for conducting research in this specific field. This overall positive 

attitude toward research reflects a commitment to advancing knowledge and practices in 

the intersection of physiotherapy and gynecology, setting a promising tone for the event's 

discussions and knowledge-sharing sessions. 

 

            

 

                          Figure 20 : Physiotherapists interest in conducting research 
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4.22 Association of socio-demographic factor with willingness of physiotherapists to 

provide treatment 

This table demonstrate Association of sociodemographic factor (age, gender, clinical 

setting) with willingness of physiotherapists to provide treatment. 

Table 3 : Association of socio-demographic factor with willingness of physiotherapists to 

provide treatment 

Variables Willingness to provide 

treatment 

Pearson 

Chi square 

co efficient 

value (χ2) 

P value 

Yes (n) No(n) 

Age 

     25-30y 

     31-35y 

      35-40y 

 

21 

4 

3 

 

2 

0 

0 

.652 .722 

Gender 

      Male 

      Female 

 

4 

32 

 

51 

3 

63.117 .000* 

Clinical setting 

      CRP, Mirpur 

      CRP, Savar 

 

29 

        5 

 

31 

25 

 

8.532 .003* 

 

*=significant [p<0.05] 
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4.23 Association between the physiotherapists willingness to provide treatment with 

receiving training after graduation 

Null (H0): There has no association between Physiotherapists willingness to provide 

treatment with training. 

Alternative Hypothesis (HA) : there is association between physiotherapists willingness 

to provide treatment with Training. 

Test assumption: 

In case of Pearson chi square, 

1. Two categorical variables including two or more subcategory 

2. 0-1 cells (0%-20%) have expected count less than 5. 

In case of Fisher’s exact test if 

1.Expected frequency is <5, cell count is more than 20% 

Level of significance (α value < .05) 

Table:4 Association between the physiotherapists willingness to provide treatment 

with Training 

Variables Receiving training after 

graduation and post graduation 

Pearson 

Chi square 

co efficient 

value (χ2) 

Significant 

value ( P value) 

Willingness to 

provide 

treatment 

1. Yes 

2. No 

 

Yes No  

 

 

7.041 

 

 

 

.008 

 

 

23 

0 

 

 

5 

2 
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 α value is 0.05. P value is statistically significant if it is less than α value and alternative 

hypothesis is accepted. If P value is greater than α value then null hypothesis is accepted. 

Result: This table show association between willingness of physiotherapists to provide 

treatment with Training. P value is less than .05 so there is association between 

willingness to provide treatment with Training.  

 4.24 Association between the physiotherapists willingness to provide treatment with 

Experience of treating pregnancy and post-partum related disorder 

Null (H0): There has no association between Physiotherapists willingness to provide 

treatment with training. 

Alternative Hypothesis (HA) : there is association between physiotherapists willingness 

to provide treatment with Training. 

Test assumption: 

In case of Pearson chi square, 

1. Two categorical variables including two or more subcategory 

2. 0-1 cells (0%-20%) have expected count less than 5. 

In case of Fisher’s exact test if 

1.Expected frequency is <5, cell count is more than 20% 

Level of significance (α value < .05) 
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Table-: 5 Association between the physiotherapists willingness to provide treatment 

with Experience of treating pregnancy and post-partum related disorder 

Variables Having experience in treating 

pregnancy and post-partum 

related disorder 

Pearson 

Chi square 

co efficient 

value (χ2) 

Significant 

value ( P value) 

Willingness to 

provide 

treatment 

1. Yes 

2. No 

Yes No  

 

59.080 

 

 

.000 

 

 

28 

2 

 

 

6 

54 

 

 α value is 0.05. P value is statistically significant if it is less than α value and alternative 

hypothesis is accepted. If P value is greater than α value then null hypothesis is accepted. 

Result: This table show association willingness of physiotherapists to provide treatment 

with Experience. P value is less than .05 so there is association between willingness to 

provide treatment with Experience of treating pregnancy and post-partum related 

disorder. 
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CHAPTER V                                                                     DISCUSSION 

 

The objective of this research is to explore and analyze the obstacles and supporting 

factors that physiotherapists therapists perceive when providing care during both the 

antepartum and postpartum periods. Additionally, the study aims to pinpoint the factors 

that influence physiotherapists' readiness to recommend interventions for conditions 

related to pregnancy and the postpartum phase. The study aims to shed light on potential 

improvements to antepartum and postpartum care provided by physiotherapists. 

According to the survey conducted in Bangladesh, it was found that only one third, 

specifically 33%, of physiotherapists had previous experience in providing care to 

antepartum or postpartum women. In cases involving women with pregnancy or 

postpartum-related disorders, it was common for physiotherapists to implement 

multimodal treatment approaches. Additionally, the study revealed that the majority of 

physiotherapists demonstrated a positive attitude towards treating these conditions. This 

findings consistant with the previous result ( Lin et al. 2022). 

Among the participants with prior experience in treating pregnancy and postpartum-

related disorders, a significant 77% had undergone additional training after their 

graduation. However, it was observed that the majority, approximately 50%, exhibited 

only a slight to quite level of confidence when delivering treatment for these conditions. 

These findings suggest that although a considerable number of physical therapists 

received specialized training in antepartum and postpartum care after completing their 

formal education, there remains a notable proportion who feel less confident in their 

abilities to provide effective treatment for pregnancy and postpartum-related disorders. 

This indicates a potential need for further professional development and support to 

enhance the competence and self-assurance of physical therapists in managing these 

specific health concerns. In contrast to another study they found that a significant number 

of therapists lacked access to specialized training or education focused on antepartum and 

postpartum care ( Senat et al. 2016). Over 50% of the participants expressed confidence 

in their training, believing that it had adequately equipped them to handle certain 
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pregnancy and postpartum-related disorders. However, it was evident that additional 

training is still necessary for therapists to acquire a comprehensive understanding of these 

conditions.  

opportunity to pursue courses or specialized training in antepartum and postpartum care 

after completing their qualifications were more likely to offer physical therapy services 

for women with pregnancy and postpartum-related disorders. These findings highlight the 

importance of continuous professional development and specialized training for physical 

therapists in the context of antepartum and postpartum care. While some therapists may 

feel adequately prepared based on their initial training, there is a growing body of 

knowledge in this area, and additional training can help them stay up-to-date with the 

latest evidence-based practices and interventions. 

Nearly all of the participants in the study reported encountering obstacles when 

delivering treatment for pregnancy and postpartum-related disorders. The most 

commonly cited barriers included a lack of a clear referral pathway, insufficient 

awareness among women about physiotherapy in the gynecology field, and inadequate 

availability of suitable facilities. These challenges collectively pose significant 

impediments to the seamless delivery of physical therapy services for pregnant 

individuals and those in the postpartum phase. This result similarly line with previous 

research  ( Lin et al. 2022).  

By integrating physical therapists into the antepartum and postpartum care team, there is 

an increased likelihood of addressing both the specific musculoskeletal challenges and 

the broader physical well-being of women during and after pregnancy. This holistic 

approach can lead to better management of pregnancy-related pain, improved postpartum 

recovery, and enhanced overall quality of life for women in this critical stage of their 

reproductive journey ( Ickovics et al. 2019). 

Additionally, the survey findings revealed that the willingness of physiotherapists to 

provide treatment for antepartum and postpartum-related disorders is associated with 

factors such as training, gender, and experience. However, the study did not identify any 

significant association between the willingness to provide treatment and the educational 
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level of physiotherapists. These results highlight the importance of ongoing professional 

development and specialized training for physiotherapists in the context of antepartum 

and postpartum care. Therapists who received specific training in this field may 

demonstrate a higher level of readiness and confidence in offering effective interventions 

for pregnant individuals and those in the postpartum phase. Additionally, the impact of 

gender and experience on willingness suggests that individual characteristics and 

experiences may play a role in shaping therapists' attitudes towards providing care for 

pregnancy and postpartum-related disorders. However, the lack of association between 

educational level and willingness to provide treatment indicates that a higher academic 

qualification may not necessarily correlate with increased readiness to address these 

specific healthcare needs. This observation underscores the need for targeted training 

programs that equip physiotherapists with the necessary knowledge and skills to address 

the unique challenges faced by women during and after pregnancy . Another study shows, 

Physiotherapists should make them active member in Physiotherapy in Gynecology field 

by acquiring knowledge and providing high quality research  (Critchley et al. 2022) 

This study revels one of the main barriers while providing treatment is poor referral 

system. On the other hand another study shows there need  interaction between 

Physiotherapists and Obstetricians and Gynecologists through clinical meetings, seminers 

and workshop ( Odunaiya et al. 2013) 

The majority of physiotherapists emphasized that enhancing physiotherapy in the 

gynecology field requires the implementation of specific strategies. These strategies 

include providing adequate training facilities, establishing an efficient referral system, 

and creating private areas for professional discussions. To improve physiotherapy 

services in gynecology, it is crucial to invest in comprehensive and specialized training 

facilities that cater to the specific needs of pregnant individuals and postpartum women. 

By offering targeted training programs, physiotherapists can acquire the necessary 

expertise and skills to address the unique challenges associated with pregnancy and 

postpartum-related disorders effectively. Furthermore, providing private areas for 

professional discussions allows physiotherapists to engage in confidential conversations 

with patients, ensuring a patient-centered and supportive approach to care. These private 
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spaces also facilitate open communication between healthcare providers, enabling them 

to collaborate effectively and share valuable insights on patient management. The another 

study shows, The primary factors that would most support physical therapists in 

delivering services for antepartum and postpartum women were identified as follows: (a) 

receiving training or resources to enhance their knowledge and skills for managing these 

conditions (81.6%), (b) having access to facilities equipped with a private area for 

confidential discussions and assessments (61.5%), and (c) being allocated sufficient 

consultation time (37.6%) (Lin et al. 2022).  

This study shows Amost all of the participant stated Physiotherapy treatment is effective 

in treating pregnancy and post-partum related disorder. The other study also have the 

similar findings that revel Prenatal physiotherapy has been effective in preventing issues 

such as low back pain, pelvic girdle pain, weight gain, incontinence, and pelvic pain 

during pregnancy ( Van Kampen et al. 2015) 

By incorporating these strategies into the healthcare system, physiotherapy in the 

gynecology field can be significantly improved, resulting in better outcomes for pregnant 

individuals and postpartum women. The combination of targeted training, efficient 

referral processes, and private discussion spaces empowers physiotherapists to deliver 

high-quality care and support during the crucial phases of pregnancy and postpartum 

recovery. Ultimately, the findings from this study can be utilized to develop targeted 

strategies and interventions that address the identified barriers and promote the 

facilitators, thereby improving the effectiveness and accessibility of antepartum and 

postpartum care services delivered by physical therapists. 

 

 

5.2 Limitation of the study 

Like any research, this study may have some limitations. One of the notable limitations is 

the relatively small sample size, which could potentially affect the generalizability of the 

findings. The data collection was confined to the Dhaka division, and therefore, the 
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perspectives gathered may not fully represent the views of all physiotherapists across 

Bangladesh. Additionally, the short study period might have constrained the researchers 

from gathering a more extensive and diverse sample of participants. Furthermore, as 

gynecological physiotherapy is a relatively new sector within the physiotherapy 

profession, there is a scarcity of existing research on the specific viewpoints of 

physiotherapists in this domain.  
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CHAPTER VI                        CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 

 

This research offers a comprehensive examination of how physical therapists in 

Bangladesh provide services during the antepartum and postpartum periods. Moreover, it 

highlights potential obstacles that need to be addressed for enhancing the quality of care. 

The study's findings shed light on the current state of antepartum and postpartum service 

provision by physical therapists in Bangladesh. By identifying the barriers that hinder 

optimal care delivery, the research opens opportunities for improvement and paves the 

way for targeted interventions and strategies. This knowledge can contribute to the 

advancement of antepartum and postpartum care in the country, ultimately benefiting 

pregnant individuals and new mothers by ensuring they receive the best possible support 

and treatment from skilled and knowledgeable physical therapists. To improve the overall 

quality of antepartum and postpartum care, healthcare institutions and authorities should 

consider designing training initiatives that address the identified factors associated with 

willingness to provide treatment. By empowering physiotherapists through 

comprehensive education and supportive measures, healthcare systems can enhance the 

delivery of care for pregnant individuals and those navigating the postpartum period, 

ultimately contributing to better maternal health outcomes. The collaboration between 

physicians, nurses, and physiotherapists, alongside the establishment of effective referral 

systems, paves the way for comprehensive, patient-centered antepartum and postpartum 

care. This concerted effort has the potential to optimize clinical outcomes and promote 

the health and well-being of women facing pregnancy and postpartum-related disorders. 

In this investigation, the focus is on understanding the viewpoints of physical therapists 

regarding the challenges they encounter while delivering care during the stages leading 

up to childbirth and the period following childbirth. By identifying these barriers and 

facilitators, the study aims to shed light on potential improvements to antepartum and 

postpartum care provided by physical therapists. Furthermore, the research will 

investigate the elements that contribute to a physical therapist's willingness to prescribe 

appropriate interventions for disorders related to pregnancy and the postpartum period. 

By recognizing these influential factors, the study endeavors to enhance the overall 
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quality of care and support provided to pregnant individuals and those who have recently 

given birth. Physical therapists have the ability to initiate changes within their own 

practices and local communities, transforming themselves into active participants in 

multidisciplinary teams. By doing so, they can play a crucial role in enhancing the overall 

quality of care provided to patients. These individual efforts have the potential to create a 

ripple effect, promoting broader changes on a larger scale within the healthcare system. 

By actively collaborating with other healthcare professionals, such as physicians, nurses, 

and specialists, physical therapists can contribute their unique expertise to the team. This 

interdisciplinary approach ensures a comprehensive and well-rounded assessment of 

patients' needs and fosters improved communication and coordination among healthcare 

providers. In summary, gaining insights into physiotherapists' perceptions, experiences, 

and barriers in the gynecology and women's health sector is essential for optimizing 

patient care, identifying areas for improvement, and advancing the field through research 

and collaboration. It ultimately contributes to better health outcomes and enhanced well-

being for women seeking physiotherapy services. 

Recommendation for author 

 Include gynecological physiotherapy as a separate subject in the undergraduate 

curriculum. 

 Organize dedicated training sessions focusing on gynecological physiotherapy. 

 Increase the availability of opportunities in the field of gynecological 

physiotherapy. 

Recommendation for future research 

Numerous research opportunities exist in the field of gynecological physiotherapy, given 

its emerging status within the physiotherapy domain. Further studies in this area can 

significantly enhance the service and delivery system. Some ideas are include below- 

 Gynecologists’ attitudes & views in regarding gynecological physiotherapy can be 

studied 
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                                                   Appendix 

 

ম্মতি পত্র 

(অনুগ্র করর অংলগ্রনকারীরক পরে শুনারি রে) 

আাামু আাইকুম 

আমার নাম রারা আক্তার, ৪র্থ েথ  তে এ ত ইন তিতিওরর্রাতপ তলক্ষার্ী, োংারেল হর্ প্ররিলন ইনতিটিউট ( তে এইচ তপ 

আই)। আতম এই গরেনা অধ্যয়ন পতরচানা করতি যা  আমার েযারচর এর অংল, োংারেল হর্ প্ররিলন ইনতিটিউট ( তে 

এইচ তপ আই), ঢাকা তেশ্বতেেযায়র অধ্ীরন তিতিওরর্রাতপ হপ্রাগ্রারম। আমার গরেনার তলররানাম  " প্রেকাীন ও প্রে পরেিী 

ম্পতকথ ি হয হকান হরাগ তচতকৎা হেয়ার হক্ষরত্র তিতিওরর্রাতপরির অতিজ্ঞিা, মরনািাে এেং প্রতিেন্ধকিা"। হই কাররে আতম 

তকিু েযতক্তগি ির্য ও অনযানয ম্পতকথ ি ির্য িানরি চাই। এটি প্রায় ২০-২৫ তমতনট ময় তনরে। আতম আপনারক িানারি চাই হয 

এটি মূ্পনথ হপলাোর অধ্যয়ন এেং অনয হকান উরেরলয েযোর করা রে না। আপনার দ্বারা প্রেত্ত মস্ত ির্য হগাপনীয় তররে 

তেরেতচি রে। হকান প্রতিরেেন ো প্রকালনার হক্ষরত্র এটি তনতিি করা রে হয িরর্যর উৎ হেনামী র্াকরে। এই অধ্যয়রন আপনার 

অংলগ্রন হেচ্ছাকৃি  এেং আপতন হকান হনতিোচক পতরেতি িাোই এই অধ্যয়রনর ময় ৭ তেরনর মরধ্য তনরিরক প্রিযাার কররি 

পাররন। াক্ষারির ময়  আপতন  পিন্দ কররন না ো উওর তেরি চান না এমন এমন একটি তনতেথ ষ্ট প্ররের উত্তর না হেয়ার অতধ্কারও  

আপনার আরি। অধ্যয়ন ো অংলগ্রনকারী তররে আপনার অতধ্কার ম্পরকথ  আপনার হকান প্রে র্াকর, আপতন আমার ারর্ 

অর্ো আমার ুপারিাইিার হমাা. িারিমা আক্তার, কারী অধ্যাপক, তিতিওরর্রাতপ তেিাগ, তেএইচতপআই- এর ারর্ 

হযাগারযাগ কররি পাররন। 

আতম শুরু করার আরগ আপনার হকান প্রে আরি? 

ইন্টারতিউ ামরনর তেরক এতগরয় যাওয়ার িনয আতম তক আপনার ম্মতি হপরি পাতর। 

যাাঁ ........... না.......... 

অংলগ্রনকারীর োক্ষর........................ ...... ........................ িাতরখ................ 

ির্যংগ্রকারীর োক্ষর........... ............... ........................ িাতরখ................ 
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প্রশ্নাবলী  

শির ানাম : প্রসবকালীন এবং প্রসব প বর্তী সম্পশকি র্ত যে যকান য াগ শিশকৎসা  যেরে শিশিওরে াশপস্টরে  

অশিজ্ঞর্তা, মরনািাব এবং প্রশর্তবন্ধকর্তা 

 

বযশিগর্ত িনািক ণ 

নাম : 

তলক্ষাগি হযাগযিা : 

কারির অতিজ্ঞিা : 

কারির স্থান : 

োক্ষর                                                                                      িাতরখ : 

 

১. আরেিা- সামাশিক শবষয়ক প্রশ্নসমূহ 

প্রশ্ন নং                              প্রশ্নাবলী  

 

        সম্ভাবয উত্ত  

১.১ েয়  

১.২ তঙ্গ ১. পুরু 

২. মতা 

১.৩ রেথাচ্চ তলক্ষাগি হযাগযিা  

১. এমতপটি 

২. তেতপটি 

৩. তপ এইচ তি 

৪. অনযানয তিতগ্র 

১.৪ কারির স্থান ১. ত আর তপ, তমরপুর 

২. ত আর তপ, ািার 

 

২.  অশিজ্ঞর্তা 
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প্রশ্ন নং                    প্রশ্নাবলী  

 

     সম্ভাবয উত্ত  

২.১ আপতন তক হপ্রতগরনতি ও হপ্রগরনতি পরেিী ম্পতকথ ি 

হয হকান হরাগ তচতকৎা কররি ইচু্ছক? 

১. যাাঁ  

২. না 

২.২ আপনার তক প্রেকাীন এেং প্রে পরেিী ম্পতকথ ি 

হয হকান হরাগ তচতকৎা প্রোন করার অতিজ্ঞিা 

আরি? [ যতে উত্তর যাাঁ  য়, িার পরেিী প্রে 

গুরার উত্তর প্রোন করুন] 

১. যাাঁ  

২. না 

২.৩  

আপতন কি েির ধ্রর তিতিওরর্রাতপি তররে কাি 

কররিন? 

১. ১-৫ েির 

২. ৬-১০ েির 

৩. ১০- ১৫ েির 

৪. ১৫ েিররর হেতল 

২.৪  তিতিওরর্রাতপর হকান তিরে হি আপতন েরচরয় 

হেতল হরাগী হেরখরিন? 

 

১. মাকুরারেরটা 

২. গাইরনরকাতি এন্ড উইরমন হর্ হকয়ার 

৩.  তনউররারাতি 

৪.  হপতিয়াট্রিক 

৫.  এ ত আই 

৬. অনযানয 

 

২.৫ হগ্রিুরয়লন এেং হপাি হগ্রিুরয়লন এর পর 

গাইরনরকাতি এন্ড উইরমন হর্ হকয়াররর উপর 

হকান হেইতনং তনরয়রিন তকনা? 

১. যাাঁ  

২. না 

২.৬ েযারচর হকাথ চাকাীন গাইরনরকাতি এন্ড 

উইরমন হর্ হকয়াররর উপর হকান হকাথ করররিন 

তকনা? 

১. যাাঁ  

২. না 

২.৭ প্রেকাীন এেং প্রে পরেিী ম্পতকথ ি হরাগ 

তচতকৎা হেয়ার হক্ষরত্র আপনার অতিজ্ঞিা কি 

েিররর? 

১. ১-৫ েির 

২. ৬-১০ েির 

৩. ১০- ১৫ েির 

৪. ১৫ েিররর হেতল 

২.৮ গরে কি ংখযক প্রেকাীন এেং প্রে পরেিী 

হরাগী তচতকৎা তেরয় র্ারকন প্রতি মার? 

১. ৫ এর কম 

২. ৫-৯ 

৩. ১০-১৯ 

৪. ১৯ এর হেতল 

 

 ২.৯ প্রতি মার গরে কি ংখযক প্রেকাীন এেং প্রে 

পরেিী হরাগী িরায়ারপ আরন? 

১. ৫ এর কম 

২. ৫-৯ 

৩. ১০-১৯ 

৪. ১৯ এর হেতল 
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২.১০ হকান ধ্ররনর তচতকৎা আপতন তেরয় র্ারকন [ এরকর 

অতধ্ক উত্তর টিক তেরি পাররন]? 

১. হর্রাতপউটিক এক্সারাইি 

২. মযানুয়া হর্রাতপ 

৩. মিাতটি 

৪. হটতপং 

৫. োস্থয তলক্ষা 

৬. অনযানয 

 

* আপনা  উত্ত  েশে অনযানয হয় র্তাহরল 

যসটি শক শনরি শলখুন? 

 

…………………………….. 

 

 

 

৩.  মরনািাব 

 

প্রশ্ন 

নং 

                  প্রশ্নাবলী    সম্ভাবয উত্ত  

৩.১ 

প্রেকাীন এেং প্রে পরেিী ম্পতকথ ি হকান হরাগটি 

আপতন েরচরয় হেতল তচতকৎা  তেরয় র্ারকন প্রতি 

মার? 

১. হপতিক হলার তিিাংলন 

২. হেি প্রেরম 

৩. হকামে েযর্া 

৪. ব্ল্যািার তিিাংলন 

৫. িায়ারটত হরকটাই। 

৬. কারপা টারন তররাম 

৭. ইউতরনাতর ইনকতন্টরনি 

৮. অনযানয 

 

*আপনা  উত্ত  েশে অনযানয হয় র্তাহরল যসটি 

শক শনরি শলখুন? 

 

……………………… 

 

৩.২ 

 গরে কি গুরা ট্রিটরমন্ট হলন ারগ? 

 

১. ১-৫ হলন 

২. ৬-১২ হলন 

৩. ১৩- ১৮ হলন 
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৪. ১৮ হলরনর হেতল  

 

৩.৩ 

প্রেকাীন এেং প্রে পরেিী ম্পতকথ ি হরাগ 

তচতকৎা  হেয়ার হক্ষরত্র আপতন তক রকম আত্মতেশ্বাী? 

 

১. অরনক হেতল আত্মতেশ্বাী 

২. অরনকটা আত্মতেশ্বাী 

৩. তকিুটা আত্মতেশ্বাী 

৪. আত্মতেশ্বাী না। 

৩.৪ এই হক্ষরত্র তিতিওরর্রাতপ তচতকৎা তক উপকারী? ১. উপকারী 

২. তকিুটা উপকারী 

৩. কম উপকারী 

৩.৫ প্রেকাীন এেং প্রে পরেিী হরাগীরের 

তিতিরর্রাতপরির কারি হক হরিার করর? ১. অরর্থারপতিক 

২. হিনারর হমতিতন 

৩.অেরটট্রিক এন্ড গাইরনরকাতি 

৪. তনউররাতি 

৫. অনযানয 

 

*আপনা  উত্ত  েশে অনযানয হয় র্তাহরল যসটি 

শক শনরি শলখুন? 

 

……………………… 

 

 

৩.৬ তনরচর হকান ির্যটি েরচরয় হেতল হযৌতক্তক আপনার 

হেইতনং পরেিী েক্ষিার হক্ষরত্র? 

১. আতম মরন কতর আমার হেইতনং আমারক 

পযথাপ্তিারে প্রস্তুি করররি প্রেকাীন এেং প্রে 

পরেিী  ম্পতকথ ি  ে হরাগ তচতকৎা হেয়ার 

হক্ষরত্র। 

 

২. আতম মরন কতর আমার হেইতনং আমারক 

পযথাপ্তিারে প্রস্তুি করররি প্রেকাীন এেং প্রে 

পরেিী  ম্পতকথ ি  তকিু হরাগ তচতকৎা হেয়ার 

হক্ষরত্র। 

 

৩. আমার হেইতনং আমারক অপযথাপ্তিারে প্রস্তুি 
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করররি। 

৩.৭ আপনার তক মরন য় তিতিওরর্রাতপ ইন 

গাইরনরকাতি তিরে তিতিওরর্রাতপরির িনয 

তেরল হেইতনং এর েরকার আরি? 

১. যাাঁ  

২. না 

৩.৮ তনরচর হকান হকৌলটি আপতন অেম্বন কররেন এই 

তিরের উন্নতির িনয? [ আপতন এরকর হেতল উত্তর 

টিক তেরি পাররন] 

 

১. হেইতনং  এর ুরযাগ ুতেধ্া 

২. পযথাপ্ত তচতকৎা ময় 

৩. ংরতক্ষি কক্ষ 

৪. পযথাপ্ত মিাতটি 

৫. পযথাপ্ত এররমন্ট টু 

৬. হরিারর তরিরমর উন্নতিকরন 

৭. অনযানয 

 

*আপনা  উত্ত  েশে অনযানয হয় র্তাহরল যসটি 

শক শনরি শলখুন? 

 

…………………………………. 

 

৩.৯ 

আপনার তক এই তিরে তরাচথ  করার আগ্র আরি? 
১. যাাঁ  

২. না 

 

    ৪. প্রশর্তবন্ধকর্তা  

প্রশ্ন 

নং 

               প্রশ্নাবলী          সম্ভাবয উত্ত  

৪.১ তচতকৎা  হেয়ার হক্ষরত্র আপতন েরচরয় হেতল 

হকান মযার মুরখামুতখ ন? 

 

১. অপযথাপ্ত হেইতনং এর ূরযাগ- ুতেধ্া 

২. এই তিে ম্পরকথ  মতারের অপযথাপ্ত জ্ঞান। 

৩. হরিারর তরিম এর অিাে 

৪. পযথাপ্ত ুরযাগ- ুতেধ্ার অিাে 

৫. অনযানয 

* আপনা  উত্ত  েশে অনযানয হয় র্তাহরল যসটি শক 

শনরি শলখুন? 

 

 

……………………………………… 
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CONSENT STATEMENT 

(Please read out to the participants) 

Assalamualaikum, 

My name is Rahela Akter, I am conducting this study for B.Sc in Physiotherapy project 

study dissertation title “Physiotherapists’ experience, perceptions and barriers in the 

management of pregnancy and post-partum related disorer” under Bangladesh Health 

Professions Institute (BHPI), University of Dhaka. I would like to know about some 

personal and some other related information regarding gynecological physiotherapy. You 

will answer some questions which are mention in this form. This will take approximately 

20-30 minutes. 

I would like to inform you that it is a purely academic study and will not be used for any 

other purpose. All information provided by you will be treated as confidential and in the 

event of any report or publication it will be ensured that the source of information 

remains anonymous and also all information will be destroyed after completion of the 

study. Yours participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw yourself at any 

time during study without any negative consequences. You also have the right not to 

answer a particular question that you don’t like or do not want to answer during 

interview. If you have any query about the study or your right as a participant, you may 

contact with me, researcher and/or Mst. Fatema Akter, Assistant Professor, Department of 

physiotherapy, BHPI, CRP, Savar, Dhaka-1343 

Do you have any question before I start? 

So, may I have your consent to proceed with the interview or work? 

Yes □    No  □     

Signature of the participant………………….. 

Signature of the interviewer…………………… 
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                                                 Questionnaire 

Title : Physiotherapists‟ experience , perceptions and barriers in the management of 

pregnancy and postpartum related disorder 

Participants information 

Name :  

Qualification : 

Working experience 

Place of work : 

Signature :                                                            Date : 

 

1.Socio-Demographic information 

QN                     Questions         Response 

1.1 Age  

1.2 Gender 1.Male 

2.Female 

1.3 Highest level of education 1.BPT 

2.MPT 

3.PHd 

4.Associate degree 
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1.4 Clinical setting 1. Mirpur CRP 

2. Savar CRP 

 

 

2.Experience 

QN               Questions      Response 

2.1 Are you willing to provide physiotherapy 

treatment in antepartum and post-partum 

care 

 

1.Yes 

2.No 

2.2 Do You have experience in the management 

of pregnanacy and postpartum related 

disorder? [If yes then continue answering 

further qus] 

 

1. Yes 

2. No 

2.3 How many years You have been working as 

a physiotherapist ? 

 

1.  1-5 years  

2.  5-10 years 

3.  10-15 years 

4. more than 15 years 

 

2.4  Which one of the following area you 1.Cardiopalmonary 
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predominantly practice? 

 

2. Gynecology and women 

health care 

3. Neurology 

4.  Pediatric 

5. Musculoskeletal 

6.  SCI 

7. Others 

 

2.5 Do you take any training or courses on 

Gynecology and women health care after 

graduation or postgraduation ? 

1.Yes  

2. No 

2.6 Did you receive any training or courses on 

Gynecology and women health  care as a 

part of university education ? 

1. Yes  

2. No 

2.7 How many years of experience you have in 

treating pregnancy and postpartum related 

disorder ? 

1. 1-5 years 

2. 6-10 years 

3. 11-15 years 

4. more than 15 years 

 

2.8 How many new antepartum and postpartum 

patients treated per month ? 

1. less than 5 

2. 5-9 

3. 10-19 
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4. 20-29 

5.  more than 29          

 2.9 How many follow up antepartum & 

postpartum patients come per month ? 

1. less than 5 

2. 5-9 

3. 10-19 

4. 20-29 

5. more than 29 

 

2.9 What are the intervention provided ? [ you 

can choose more than one answer ] 

a)Therapeutic exercise 

b) Manual therapy 

c) Modality 

d) Taping 

e)Health education 

f)  Others 

 

*If your ans is others write 

your ans below 

 

…………………………….. 
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3. Perceptions 

 

QN               Questions    Response 

3.1  What are the most common type of 

pregnancy and postpartum related 

disorder you see in average month ? 

 

1. pelvic floor dysfunction 

2. breast problem 

3. low back pain 

4.bladder dysfunction 

5. Diastasis recti 

6.carpal tunnel syndrome 

7.Urinary incontinence 

8. Other 

 

*if your answer is “other” write 

your answer below 

 

……………………… 

 

3.2  How many treatment sessions you 

provide on average ? 

 

1. 1-5 session 

2. 6-12 session 

3. 13-18 session 
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4. more than 18 session  

 

3.3  How confident are you in treating 

pregnancy and postpartum related 

disorder ? 

 

1.not at all confident 

2.slightly confident 

3. Quite Confident 

4. Extremely confident 

 

3.4 How effective are the treatment ? 1. less effective 

2. moderate effective 

3. effective 

3.5 Women with pregnancy and 

postpartum related disorders were 

referred from ? 

1.Orthopedics 

2. General medicine 

3.Obstetrics & Gynecology 

4. Urology 

5.Neurology 

6.other 

* if your answer is “Other” 

write your answer following 

……………………………… 

 

3.6 Which of the following statement is 1. I think my training has 
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most accurate with respect to your 

training or education about 

pregnancy and postpartum related 

disorder ? 

adequately prepared me for 

dealing with all pregnancy 

and postpartum related 

disorder 

2. I think my training has 

adequately prepared me for 

dealing with some 

pregnancy and postpartum 

related disorder 

3. I think my training has 

inadequately prepared me 

for dealing with  pregnancy 

and postpartum related 

disorder. 

3.7 Do  you think that there is need for 

special training for physiotherapists’ 

to work in gynecology and women 

health care sector  ? 

1. Yes 

2.  No 

3.8 Which one of the strategy you 

choose to improve physiotherapy 

service in Gynecology and women 

health care sector ? [Yoy can choose 

more than one answer ] 

1. Training facilities for 

inproving knowledge and 

skill 

2. Private area for discussion 

and assessment 

3. Sufficient Consultation time 

4. Appropriate assessment 

tools to use 

5. Appropriate equipement to 
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use 

6. Referral from other health  

care professional 

7. Others 

 

*if your answer is „others” write 

your answer below 

 

 

…………………………………. 

 

3.9 Do you have interest in conducting 

research on women health and 

gynecological field ? 

 

1. Yes 

2. No 

 

4.Barriers  

QN          Questions          Response 

4.1 Which one of the  the   following 

barriers you face in treating 

pregnancy and postpartum 

related disorder ?[ you can 

choose more than one answer ] 

1. lack of available training 

2. lack of knowledge of women 

regarding physiotherapy management 

in Gynecological condition  
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3. lack of referral pathway 

4. lack of appropriate facilities 

5. Others 

 

*if your answer is  “others” then 

write your answer below 

 

……………………………………… 
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